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Protect Your Home 
The sensor can detect motion within 
a 120° horizontal angle and a 
distance of up to 25 feet.

Adjustable Head
Position lights just where 
you need them.

Specifications:
•Dual adjustable light heads are made from durable 
aluminum and are incredibly bright.

•Motion activated for security and safety
•Lux level adjustment dial prevents the light from 
operating during daylight hours.

•Time adjustment dial allows you to control how long the 
light will stay on (up to one minute).

•Adjustable 180° swivel head and sensor
•IP44 weatherproof rating
•ON/OFF switch control
•Includes three rechargeable 1.2V Ni-Mh batteries.
•The solar panel converts direct sunlight into electricity to 
charge the light’s internal battery. When fully charged, 
the light can activate up to 150 times when on.

•Adjustable solar panel for either flat or angled rooftops.
•Mounting screws and hardware included.

motion-activated

DUAL-HEAD SOLAR SPOTLIGHT
Amazingly Bright – Light up any area around your house!  

Item #:       Master Carton Quantity:             6
Master Carton Dimensions:       30.25”x8”x16.25”
Master Carton Weight:             16 lbs/7.25 kg

Product Specifications:

Creating Unique Products

Turn Night into Day!
Light up your yard, driveway, entrance or side of your 
house.  This incredibly bright solar motion light has dual 
heads and an amazingly compact design.  It can be 
mounted anywhere.  12 powerful LEDs provide a huge 
amount of light and the two heads let you direct exactly 
where you want the light to shine.  Use it to scare away 
intruders or just to light your way when you are coming up 
to your home.  Have it come on in back when you go out 
at night.  It is motion activated so it only comes on when 
there is  motion.  Uses free energy from the sun.  No 
electrician needed for installation.  All you need is a screw-
driver!!   

44416(Dark Bronze) - 44418(White)
UPC:              8 994194 4416 7/8 99419 44418 1
Unit Dimensions:         10”x7.7”x8”
Unit Weight:                                   2.5 lbs/1.13 kg

Model #44416 - Dark Bronze
Model #44418 - White
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